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1. Introduction

The greater need for Information Technology (IT) has driven the rapid advances in communication
technologies and applications over recent years. This in turn has led to a dramatic increase in demand for
higher performing data transmission cables meeting needs of business in addition to developing
applications such as the control of industrial equipment and the cabling of residential dwellings. The
importance of these new technology needs cannot be overestimated. In Europe they are the subject of 
the EU sponsored 'Smart House' project1, a major study on how to grow and sustain the convergence and
interoperability of systems, to benefit consumers, in an expanding broadband infrastructure.

In many cases the rush to higher bandwidth may seem difficult to justify but in general, applications (like
road traffic) appear to expand to fill available capacity. In the context of local area networks (LAN) we have
Parkinson's Law of Bandwidth Absorption2, which says: “Network traffic expands to fill the available
bandwidth”. An earlier observation, Moore's Law3, states: “The computing power or the number of
transistors within the same silicon processor doubles every 18 months”, or in other words, computing
speed doubles every 18 months. Should there be any doubt, the progression of data transmission rates over
the past 30 years is charted (Figure 1) and that growth trend is set to continue. 

Figure 1. Growth of application transmission rates 

With available bandwidth increasing, newer technologies such as full motion video, convergence of voice,
data, security and building automation systems, corresponding data centre and backbone needs are already
approaching the threshold of what 1000 Base-T (Cat 5e) can offer. The cost of installing a cable system is far
greater than the cost of the cable and so the tendency is to anticipate demand and install capacity in excess
of current needs. The next milestone on the path of progression is 10 GBase-T, which will require Cat 6a or
better, cable performance. Without doubt cables of this type will become predominant over the next five
years.
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2. Categories of application

Cables must be installed without damage or dielectric deterioration and then give a stable performance over
their design life. The common feature within Europe is EN50288, which describes specific cable properties.
Test methods are contained in the EN50289 series and system application details in EN50173. Materials of
construction are described in EN50290-2-23 (PE) and 2-25 (PP). One problematic aspect of these latter
documents is to encompass the sometimes conflicting requirements of data and telephone cable within the
same standard.

Figure 2. Structured wiring of buildings

The use of data cables can be assigned to three areas:

Commercial networks. Over the past 10 years this has been the major market for structured cable (Figure 2).
Application wiring (e.g. wiring specific to the application) has been replaced by generic wiring that is
independent of the application. The simple test of this is to follow the data cable back from your computer
to the wall socket where you will see a number of similar sockets. Probably one of these will have the
telephone connection and several others will be unused. The point is that each of these sockets and
associated wiring have the capability to service many functions - computer, telephone, television,
environmental or medical equipment and alarm systems etc. “The flexibility offered by generic cabling is
enhanced with the use of flood wiring. This is the installation of sufficient cable outlets in a work area in
order to maximize flexibility of location for devices connected to the network”4. In just 10 years demand has
progressed from 100 Base-T (Cat 5) to 1000 Base-T 
(Cat 5E & Cat 6) and today onwards to 10 GBase-T (Cat 6a, Cat 7) systems. New application activity is
pushing to higher frequencies, up to 1200 MHz. Much debate is ongoing about crosstalk between (rather
than within) cables, so called exogenous crosstalk. The resolution of this problem will result in new test
protocols, which will clarify the future need for FTP and S/STP screened products. Performance standards
are governed by a number of specifications - EN50173-1 (System), EN 50288 (Cables), ISO/IEC 11801
(System), IEC 61156 (Cables) - which are key to future needs in this segment.

Industrial cabling. The industrial cabling is a developing application linked to the use of MICE (ISO/IEC
SC23/WG3) compliant products for three severities of regime (M1, M2 & M3). The acronym MICE stands for
Mechanical Ingress Climatic Electromagnetic. This application will result in increased demands for cable
fluid resistance and physical strength (EN50173-3, ISO/IEC 24702). The adoption of a MICE-style Blank Draft
Specification structure for the EN50288 series is under consideration. Although this topic is being addressed
within IEC Working Groups, the basic format is clear and will typically encompass the following:

• Installation properties (sheath strength/elongation and cable crush resistance, 
impact strength, bending under tension, pulling strength, low temperature properties, etc)

• Installed behaviour (ageing, shrinkage, flame retardancy, impact of environment 
(e.g. solvents, moisture, UV etc)

• End of life disposal

Not all applications will need to meet the same set of requirements but the set of options are defined within
the MICE tables. 
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Residential cabling. Residential cabling is seen as a major growth opportunity. It involves data cables for use both
outside and inside buildings. The point has been made that this is not just 'data cable with a thicker jacket' but its
further development will need agreements on connector technology for domestic equipment - TC205 Home and
building electronic, TC206 Consumer equipment and entertainment systems, TC209 Cable networks for television
signal/interactive. 

3. Overview of electrical performance

Category data cables are highly specified with operating frequencies up to 1200 MHz. In order for the cable
system to perform in an optimal way, various design parameters need to be controlled. These include
characteristic impedance, return loss, crosstalk (near-end, far-end and alien), respective power sum crosstalk and
to a lesser extent, attenuation. The important and most influential of these parameters will be considered. In
general, it can be stated that the art of data cable production lays in the skill to produce cables with consistently
identical electrical properties.

Impedance

Impedance is the sum-total of effects that inhibit the flow of electricity. Impedance of a line is the relationship of
the advancing voltage wave to a current wave advancing in the same direction. The following relationships can
be derived to describe the impedance of a twisted pair cable:

The impedance is determined by size and spacing of the respective conductors in the pair and the type of
dielectric between them. Theoretically impedance is independent of frequency. Shielding strongly affects
(reduces) the impedance and for these cables a foamed insulation is generally necessary in order to achieve
dielectric properties within a given geometry (insulation diameter). The impedance of a data cable is regulated at
a constant value (typically for data cables Z0=100 Ohm). 

Characteristic Impedance. 

Any disturbance in the impedance balance of the system strongly deteriorates the systems capacity and
effectiveness. In practice there are always defects. As a result it is necessary to define the 'effective' characteristic
impedance (Ze) which takes account of the local variations in Z0 which will vary with frequency. Characteristic
impedance is a measure of the reflected signals produced by variations in the cable structure in relation to the
signal sent, i.e. it is a measure of the reflected energy from a transmitted signal. In a cabling system, impedance
variations are also reflected by mismatches in the components of the cabling system, including cables,
connectors and patch panels.

Figure 3.
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The effect of the dielectric on the characteristic impedance response is illustrated (Figure 3)5. The solid
dielectric insulation shows a mean impedance value of around 95 Ohm. Changing the insulation to a cellular
type dielectric causes a significant impedance increase by approximately 10 Ohm. This is a direct
consequence of the lower permittivity of a cellular dielectric insulation.

Crosstalk

Internal crosstalk. Crosstalk is the unwanted coupling of signals in adjacent or nearby pairs within a cable.
Several different types of crosstalk have been defined. When the degree of reduction in signal strength in
the disturbed pair is measured at the same end as the signal input in the disturbing pair, it is called near-end
crosstalk (NEXT). Far end crosstalk (FEXT) refers to the measuring of the unwanted signal coupling between
pairs in the same cable when the disturbing signal is measured at the receiving end. Both types of crosstalk
are related to interference within one symmetric data cable. The effect of this unwanted coupling can be
controlled or even eliminated by destructive interference between the fields generated by each wire. This is
achieved by twisting together the send and return legs of a pair. Similarly, the twist also causes cancelling
currents to flow in receiving pairs. However, the twist must be different between interacting pairs, to prevent
cumulative coupling occurring at regular intervals along the length of the cable.

Figure 4.

The effect of the cable design, i.e. twisting tightness, is illustrated in the NEXT response graphs in Figure 4.
A tighter twisting of the respective legs of a pair (smaller lay length) will improve the crosstalk5. The
practical problems of cable making must be considered when using very tight twists as they compromise
the characteristic impedance. Mechanical forces exerted on the insulated wires as they are twisted together
tend to deform the insulation or damage the adhered interface between the conductor and insulation. This is
a particular concern for cellular or foam/skin materials that are less rigid than solid equivalents.

Alien crosstalk. Besides the internal interferences taking place within one signal-carrying channel (one
symmetric data cable), external interference from adjacent channels can cause a significant disturbance of
signal transfer. This is described as alien crosstalk - the measure of the unwanted signal coupling between
one or more pairs from one symmetric data cable to an adjacent disturbed data cable. This type of signal
coupling has a distinctly random nature. The most effective route identified for minimizing the effect of alien
crosstalk is the shielding of pairs, individually or all together.
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Cable attenuation

Attenuation (α) is defined as the loss in power of an electrical signal, i.e. decrease of signal amplitude along
a line. This results from limited conductivity of the conductor and dielectric losses. The following equation
may be used to calculate attenuation for an unscreened pair.

The attenuation is exponential with respect to the line length. In addition, the attenuation is clearly very
dependent on the frequency of cable operation, where the dielectric losses are of increasing importance
with increased frequency. However, the design of symmetric data cables greatly limits the options to
improve the attenuation as the impedance is specified and conductor diameter is limited due to the size of
connectors.

4. Electrical performance optimisation

The following table provides a summary of the main electrical properties and the most influential
parameters determining the overall data cable performance. The dielectric performance of the insulation is
clearly a function of inherent material parameters as well as the consistency of cable geometry. 

Electrical property Influential parameter

Impedance Dielectric insulation
Permittivity
Conductor adhesion

Cable design
Conductor spacing
Conductor size
Shielding

Crosstalk Cable design
Twisting
Assembly

Attenuation Frequency
Dielectric insulation

Permittivity
Tan δ

Cable design
Total length
Shielding
Conductor size
Insulation thickness

Table 1. Principal dielectric parameters

Conductor adhesion. Polymer structure (crystallisation) and the presence of polar groups enhancing the
affinity for the copper conductor are the principal features controlling adhesion. Although an increased
polarity (either built into the polymer or achieved through additives) might improve adhesion, it could be
detrimental for the dielectric loss (tan δ), which in turn is detrimental to attenuation response, especially at
higher frequencies. Hence, a proper balance needs to be identified between all influencing parameters and
final electrical performance.

A solution is the introduction of a specific additive package that increases the conductor adhesion of high
density polyethylene (HDPE) without deterioration of the materials electrical characteristics. The effect of 
the additives on the resulting strip force (measured according to ASTM4565-19) is illustrated. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5.

Optimised kicker system. All physical foam products are essentially based on a blend of HDPE, LDPE +
nucleant (often called a 'kicker'). The HDPE provides physical hardness to improve crushability and reduce
deformation during cable assembly while the softer LDPE provides melt strength during the foaming
process. The challenge is to select and identify the balance between the two polymers and to select the
correct type and quantity of kicker. The principal innovation in HE4873 is the optimization of the kicker
system. 

Users will prefer HE4873 to earlier generation products because it is a compound focused on the most
critical application - Cat 7 data cable. In addition it is suitable for Cat 6 FTP applications plus small mini coax
products. For all these types of cable the cell structure and cable geometry are the principal performance
drivers. 

HE4873                                                                      HE1102

Figure 6. Improved cell structure

The improved kicker system results in a number of advantages:

•  Improved extrusion processing
•  Very stable process control
•  Reduced plate out - less extruder down time for cleaning
•  Fine and homogenous cell structure

-  Smooth surface 
-  Improved crushability
-  Improved conductor adhesion
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5. Products for future needs

Many have recognised the potential benefits of a polypropylene (PP) technology platform within the field of
data cable insulation. PP offers three key advantages compared to PE:

•  Lower dielectric loss
•  Lower permittivity
•  Increased hardness 

Unfortunately, due to its linear polymer backbone structure, PP shows inferior extrusion behaviour
compared to PE. In the past this problem was circumvented by the addition of a minor proportion of either
very high molecular weight PP or LDPE. A new process fundamentally modifying the polymer structure of
PP has been recently developed. This breakthrough has culminated in a patented technology, Daploy™,
encompassing a range of high melt strength PP grades obtained by post reactor modification of the PP
polymer chain; effectively resulting in long chain branched PP. Daploy™ provides the necessary high melt
strength performance, both in solid and (chemical/physical) foamed data cable insulation to permit near
characteristic PE processibility.

Figure 7. Daploy polymer modification

Figure 8. Effect on elongational viscosity
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Dielectric loss.

Figure 9. Attenuation

The attenuation equation shown earlier can be expressed schematically. (Fig. 9) 

This representation contains many simplifications but illustrates that below 1GHz the attenuation
contribution from the conductor is more significant than that of the insulation.

More specific data can be represented by a graphical representation of the second term in the impedance
equation (Figure 10). By comparing typical values of dielectric loss factor (Figure 11)6 it can be seen that at
the frequencies of interest, the Df values are far below those cited in the Fig 10. In terms of a data cable we
are interested in overall attenuation values typically <100 dB/100m. From inspection it is clear that PP could
potentially yield benefit for cables operating at GHz frequencies. In other words PP may have marginal
benefit in Cat 6a and Cat 7 applications but could become more important when the market moves to 
1,2 GHz pairs (Cat 8). 

Figure 10. Comparison of Dielectric loss vs Frequency7
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Figure 11.  Dielectric loss

Permittivity. The dielectric constant (permittivity) is a material characteristic highly dependent on the density
of the insulation. Although it has a direct impact on impedance, it should be noted that most dielectric
properties are only proportional to the square root of the permittivity. Therefore a step change in
performance would require a significant change in the polymer base resin. In terms of PP (ε = 2.2) (versus
HDPE (ε= 2.3)) we have doubts whether the differences are significant in terms of reduced cable cross
section.

Hardness. One of the principal parameters governing dielectric performance is conductor separation. This
can vary due to crushing of the cable (inadequate hardness), insulation ovality or conductor eccentricity.
Hardness of the insulation is clearly a polymer related property. Hardness increases according to the
following order of polymers: LDPE > MDPE > HDPE > PP. The penalty of a foamed insulation is risk of wire
deformation during downstream cable manufacturing operations, such as twisting, assembly or sheathing,
due to insufficient crush resistance of the insulation. However, the general consistency of the cable in
respect of diameter, concentricity and ovality is highly dependent on melt strength, relaxation and the
crystallisation behaviour of the dielectric insulation. 

6. Summary/Conclusion

The development of data cable technology is seen as having 3 distinct phases:

Phase 1. Relatively low performance requirements (Cat 3) met with standard telecom products processed on
relatively standard telecom plant.

Phase 2. More demanding performance needs (Cat 5E) satisfied by dedicated and optimised data cable
manufacturing plant. Developments cover all aspects - wire transport, extrusion, twisting, assembly and
statistical process control. Standard telecom insulation products remain preferred.

Phase 3. Even greater performance demands result in the need for specific tailor made insulations in
addition to the phase 2 optimisation.  
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8. Disclaimer

The information contained herein is to our knowledge accurate and reliable as of the date of publication.
Borealis extends no warranties and makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein, and assumes no responsibility regarding the consequences of its use or for
any printing errors. Our products are intended for sale to industrial and commercial customers. It is the
customer's responsibility to inspect and test our products in order to satisfy himself as to the suitability of
the products for the customer's particular purpose. The customer is also responsible for the appropriate,
safe and legal use, processing and handling of our products. Nothing herein shall constitute any warranty
(express or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, compliance with performance
indicators, conformity to samples or models, non-infringement or otherwise), nor is protection from any law
or patent to be inferred. No statement herein shall be construed as an endorsement of any product or
process. Insofar as products supplied by Borealis or its subsidiary companies are used in conjunction with
third party materials, it is the responsibility of the customer to obtain all necessary information relating to
the third party materials and ensure that Borealis' products when used together with these materials are
suitable for the customer's particular purpose. No liability can be accepted in respect of the use of Borealis'
products in conjunction with other materials. The information contained herein relates exclusively to our
products when not used in conjunction with any third party materials.


